Take Action!

Raise your voice! Together we’ll stand up for consumer rights and economic justice.

Elected officials need to know we are paying attention!

Sign up for action alerts!

Stop 100% APR Loans in Your State
Tell your U.S. Representative and Senators to take action on two items in Washington, D.C. that could impact predatory lending in every state in the country!

Other Ways to Engage  ||  Tips for Advocates

Tell the Senate to End Forced Arbitration
Urge your Senators to support the House-passed Forced Arbitration Injustice Repeal (FAIR) Act and put consumers ahead of Wall Street companies and predatory lenders. Learn more >

Protect Consumers, Not Abusive Debt Collectors
In May 2019, the CFPB released a proposed debt collection rule. The proposal, experts at the National Consumer Law Center warn, “provides numerous gifts to debt collectors with limited new protections for consumers.” Learn more >

Protect the Lifeline Program!
Stand up for more than 12 million low-income families that rely on the Lifeline program to afford voice and broadband services. Learn more >
Other Ways to Engage

- Sign up for NCLC action alerts
- Contact Congress about other legislation that impacts consumer protection. Call the Capitol Switchboard at (202) 224-3121, or look up the numbers for the individual offices of the House and Senate. Find your U.S. Representative here.
- Attend a local upcoming event for your member of Congress and sign up to learn about future ones.

Tips for Advocates

- Writing an Effective Letter to Your Elected Official
- Writing a Letter to the Editor